
Herbs, Shrubs, and
Trees Homework
Instructions for students: Follow your
teacher's instruction. Also you can attempt this
test online and see your result.

Attempt online and know results

Topic: Herbs, Shrubs, and Trees
Dates: 05.10.2022 until unlimited
Question count: 2
Total marks: 13

1. Differences between the categories of
plants  (3 m.)

Choose the right option given below:
  
1. When a branch of the plant arises higher up
on the stem, the plant is classified into a

A) creeper
B) herb
C) shrub
D) tree

 
2. When a branch of the plant arises at the base
of the stem, the plant is classified into a

A) shrub
B) tree
C) herb

https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=NgxDngNovUyufeWFCVroBQ&a=p


Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

2. Activity to categorize plants  (10 m.)

To categorize the plants into herbs, shrubs,
and trees

1. Choose five plants and observe the stem and
branches of each of the five plants.

2. Feel the stem and the branches of the plant.
Try to bend the stem carefully to check the
nature of the plant (whether the stem is hard
or tender) 

3. Also, observe the size and height of the five
plants.

4. Observe whether the branches arise at the
base of the stem or above it.

5. Make a table (sample below) based on the
observation, and categorize the plants
whether it is a herb, shrub, or a tree.

 
Name
of the
plant

Height
of the
plant

Nature
of

stem -
green
and

tender,
thick,

Branches
- at base
or above
the stem

Category
of plant

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=acc200bc-17ec-40f1-8a05-2ac9f5574aef&twId=20527&ts=1664958225&sg=l9eGHNYYzYfFDnzwpcvbKSWwqE81


or
hard

     

     

     

     

     
 
  
Document your answer with the photograph
and upload for teacher evaluation.
Upload the file here:
 
File attachment field
 

Important!

This exercise will be checked
manually by your teacher.

Click to view solution for similar
question online

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=2623625c-1ab9-4732-8584-ebc18573e53e&twId=20527&ts=1664958225&sg=0qtytnspmR8qxW7aBaZBKlHHwDk1

